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Other models / dimensions on request

1

This trolley is intended for transport of stackable boxes, cage pallets or pallets. It is a modular construction system, 
designed for transport by trucks (lengthwise as well as crosswise) with a lashing strap. There are several options 
for this trolley. The first is a handlebar system for a smooth and comfortable manual operation. The second option 
is a flat cover plate and a lashing strap for load security. The drawbar allows this trolley to be included in a milk run 
system. This trolley has PU wheels (brown), the Shore hardness is A95 (upon request other wheel materials are 
available).
 The stackable basic trolley is a K.Hartwall product and corresponds to DIN ISO 9001/14001.  
Customized solutions are developed and manufactured by BLOKSMA.

As a standard this trolley is supplied with a foot protection and locking brake.

TROLLEY BOF
1,200x1,000mm • 2 swivel/2 fixed castors 
for cage pallets/pallets max. 1,000kg

PRODUCTS TO BE CARRIED

Cage pallets or pallets 1,200x1,000 mm
or several other containers

Video

Item no. insert prefered constellation here:

145550 _______ _______ _______ _______ _______

S: with push handle
O: without push handle

D: with drawbar
O: without drawbar

A: with plate
O: without plate

Z: with lashing strap
O: without lashing strap

E: with centering angle
O: without centering 
angle

Example: 145550-ODOZO 
trolley 1,200x1,000mm, 2 swivel / 2 fixed castors
with push handle and drawbar
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Other models / dimensions on request
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This trolley is intended for the transport of stackable boxes, cage pallets or pallets. It is a modular construction 
system, designed for transport by trucks (lengthwise as well as crosswise) with a lashing strap. There are several 
options for this trolley. The first is a handlebar system for a smooth and comfortable manual operation. The second 
option is a flat cover plate and a lashing strap for load security. The drawbar allows this trolley to be included in a 
milk run system. This trolley has PU wheels (brown), the Shore hardness is A95 (upon request other wheel materials 
are available). 
The stackable basic trolley is a K.Hartwall product and corresponds to DIN ISO 9001/14001. Custom solutions are 
developed and manufactured by BLOKSMA.

As a standard this trolley is supplied with a foot protection and locking brake.

TROLLEY BOF
1,200x1,000mm • 4 Swivel/2 Fixed castors 
for Cage pallets/pallets max. 1,000kg

PRODUCTS TO BE CARRIED

Cage pallets or pallets 1,200x1,000 mm
or several other containers

Video

Item no. insert prefered constellation here:

211394 _______ _______ _______ _______ _______

S: with push handle
O: without push handle

D: with drawbar
O: without drawbar

A: with plate
O: without plate

Z: with lashing strap
O: without lashing strap

E: with centering angle
O: without centering 
angle 

Example: 211394-SDOOO 
trolley 1,200x1,000mm, 4 swivel / 2 fixed castors
with push handle and drawbar

Reference: With this constellation you will find  
the drawbar and push handle on the same side.


